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Washington 
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COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT 

TO: ANDREW M. SLA VITT 

SENIOR ADVISOR FOR COVID RESPONSE 

SUBJECT: LIMITED WAIVER PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l) 

This memorandum provides you with a waiver, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l), that, 

subject to the limitations stated at the end of this memorandum, will allow you to participate as a 

special government employee in certain particular matters. This waiver is being issued based on 

full disclosure of your financial interests and consideration of the nature and circumstances of 

matters in which you may be involved as Senior Advisor for Covid Response. For the reasons 

discussed below, I have detetmined that the financial interests covered by this waiver are not so 

substantial as to be deemed likely to affect the integrity of your services to the Government. 

The nation is suffering through a deadly pandemic that has taken over 335,000 American 

lives and infected over 19,000,000 other Americans. The death rate now exceeds over 4,000 

deaths per day. More Americans have died in the past year from COVID-19 than died in battle in 

all four years of the nation's engagement in World War 11. 1 The economic effects have been 

devastating for the nation's economy. A study released by the University of Southern California 

on December 10, 2020, projected that "the net U.S. GDP losses from COVID-19 would range 

from $3.2 trillion (14.8%) to $4.8 trillion (23.0%) in a 2-year period" in three different 

scenarios.2

The American people deserve an urgent, robust, and professional response to the public 

health and economic crisis caused by the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak. The federal 

government must act swiftly and aggressively to help protect and support our families, small 

businesses, first responders and caregivers, those who are most vulnerable to health and 

economic impacts, and our broader communities. Defeating the pandemic is a matter of life and 

. death for Americans, and restoring the health of our economy is vital to combat the secondary 

effects of this disaster. 

1 Department of Veterans Affairs, American Wars (2019), https://bit.ly/3rzcJM4. 
2 Walmsley, T., Rose, A. and Wei, D., The Impacts of the Coronavirus on the Economy of the United States, 
Journal of the Economics of Disasters and Climate Change (2020), https://bit.ly/3rzblne. 
















